Dedicated to Professor W.J. Thron on his seventieth birthday ABSTRACT. A theorem on convergence of row sequences of Pade approximants for functions which are meromorphic in a disk was established by de Montessus in 1902 . Stahl, in 1976 , proved a companion theorem on divergence of these sequences outside the disk. In 1984, we extended de Montessus's theorem to the case of convergence in a disk of a row sequence of vector-valued approximants (simultaneous Pade approximants). Here, we establish the associated divergence results for these approximants outside the disk under virtually identical conditions.
Introduction.
The famous convergence theorem of R. de Montessus de Ballore [12] for a row sequence of Pade approximants has become a result of considerable interest and generalization. Recently, attention has been directed to theorems containing generalizations of the interpolation set [13, 20, 21, 18] , to inverse problems [4, 5, 9, 2] , to associated divergence results [14, 17, 18] and to the adaptability of the theorem to vector-valued rational interpolation [11, 6, 16] .
We discuss here the scheme of vector-valued rational interpolants whose confluent forms are also known as simultaneous Pade approximants. The polynomials constituting the vector-valued rational interpolants are also familiar as solutions of the German polynomial approximation problem [10] . Simultaneous Pade approximation involves approximation of several functions {fi(Z) }f=1 which are analytic at Z = 0 by rationals of the form {PN,i(Z)/QN(Z)}f=I ' where the denom- This property (1.6) pertains to osculatory rational interpolation at the origin, whereas vector-valued rational interpolation includes interpolation on a more general point set. In the latter case, for each positive integer N, we are given an associated point set f3N ,i E S}, 0,1, ,N SN := {I3N,i, i and we require that SN C S for some given compact set S C C. A rational fraction P N (z) / Q N (z) composed from polynomials P N (z) and QN(Z) satisfying (1.1), (1.2), (1.4) and
in the Hermite sense, is called a vector-valued rational interpolant to f(z) on the point set SN. Newton-Pade approximation [3] is the name given to rational interpolation schemes specified by (1.7), (1.8) in the special case where .8N,i = .8i, independently of N.
An extension of de Montessus's theorem to the simultaneous Pade approximation problem was discovered by Mall [11] .. Convergence theorems for vector-valued Pade approximants and vector-valued rational interpolants were derived by Graves-Morris and gaff [6] . The present paper contains an account of divergence properties for cases considered in [6] , and so [6] is a natural introduction to and logical precursor of the present paper. We refer to it for motivation for the present study and for the background references.
The condition of polewise independence was introduced in [6] to ensure that the functions 11,12,..., Id are significantly different from each other, and it has subsequently been exploited by van Iseghem [16] . This condition is imposed to ensure that degenerate cases and degenerate limiting cases are avoided. Using this condition, the following theorem was proved [6] In (1.13) and (1.14), the norm is taken to be the sup norm over the indicated set. In the present paper, we are primarily concerned with divergence results which can be established under very similar hypotheses.
Stahl [14] proved a divergence theorem for row sequences of Fade approximants, and his result is a natural counterpart to de Montessus's theorem as originally stated. Wallin [17] showed "that analogous convergence and divergence results hold when Fade approximation is generalized to Newton-Pade approximation.
Kakehashi [7] showed that divergence results can be established for the very general polynomial interpolants based on the scheme (1.7), provided that this point set satisfies a strong regularity property. Wallin [18] established a generalization of de Montessus's theorem, in which interpolation on the latter point set is used.
We state next our main theorem about divergence of simultaneous Fade approximants. It is expressed as a natural extension of Stahl's theorem [14] . We give its proof in Section 2. In Section 3, we state its generalization to an interpolation set which satisfies Kakehashi's strong regularity property. where the 7ri'S satisfy (1.10), which is analytic in DR, except for a pole of order s at the point (k.
Naturally, the polynomials 7ri(Z) in (1.17) will, in general, depend on k and s. Lemma 1.1 is proved in [6] ; as a consequence of it, we can write
where gk,s(Z) is analytic in Izi < R and nonzero at z = (k. These conditions ensure that Fk,s(Z) has a pole of precise order s at (k.
It is tempting to speculate that Theorem 1.2 extends to rational interpolation on distinct points and to Pade-type approximation. We state a result which is a straightforward extension of Theorem 1.2 to the case of rational interpolation, where the interpolation points satisfy Kakehashi's rule, in Section 3. We also give an example which shows that divergence results for Pade-type approximation have a substantially different character from those of ordinary Pade approximation.
2. A proof of Theorem 1.2. To set the scene and establish notation, we begin with a preliminary lemma and then state two lemmas due to Kakehashi. Then we give an inductive proof of Theorem 1.2 in two parts; part A is the initialization and part B is the inductive step.
Lemma 2.1. Let {fi(Z), i = 1,2,..., d} be a set old functions which are analytic at the origin and meromorphic in the disk DR := {z : Izi < R}, where each fi(Z) has poles of total multiplicity not greater than M in DR-Let {fi}f=1 be polewise independent in DR with respect to the given numbers PI, P2, -.., Pd, and let 
, II, S be the set of elementary functions specified by Lemma 1.1 and formed from {fi(z)}f=l.
If one or more of the functions fi is nonanalytic on Izi = R, then there is at least one function Fk,s in the set BF defined by (2.1) which is not analytic at some point on [zl = R.
Proof. Suppose the conclusion to be false, so that B F consists only of functions which are analytic on Izi = R. Let V f be the linear space of functions spanned by
Because {Ii} are assumed to be polewise independent with respect to Pl,P2,... ,Pd, the space VI has dimension M := L~=l Pi. Since each Fk,s(Z) lies in VI, and the M elements {Fk,s} of BF are clearly linearly independent, these functions form a basis for VI. Therefore, numbers C~i)s exist such that Izl>R.
This will be done in two parts.
A. Initialization. and DO' denote the interior of r 0'. We summarize our convergence and divergence results for a row sequence of vector-valued rational interpolants in the following theorem. Recently, an extended cross-rule was established by van Iseghem [15] for vector-valued Pade-type approximants. There has also been some unpublished speculation about which convergence and divergence properties of vector-valued Pade approximants extend to vector-valued Pade'-type approximants. The following example delimits the extent of progress possible under the standard hypotheses for Pade-type approximation [1] .
Example.
Consider Fade-type approximant~ Pn,l{Z)lqn,l{Z) of type [nil] to f{z), where 
